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Our houses form an integral part of our lives. It is very often that we think about our
homes and their condition. But how frequently is it, that we think about the shelters of
those who build us our abodes? There are over 74 million construction workers in India
whose living conditions are in fragments.
A collaborative effort between the students of Dr Bhanuben Nanavati College of
Architecture for Women and Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology has led
to the formation of Team Unnayan, who've undertaken the task of exploring this
untapped niche of on-site construction workers' housing. Based in Pune, is their project
partner, Kolte Housing and Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. who have their roots deep into
redevelopment projects and other large-scale ventures. Their newfangled township
nestled in Kolte Magar Vasti was chosen as the team's site.
Our initiative was put forward for the mass housing's first phase of 36 Acres which was
sanctioned under the Pradhan Mantri Aawas Yojana by PMRDA. Before starting with
the design process, our team carried out a thorough data collection process with the aid
of live case studies and comprehensive research. The live case study done on an
ongoing site in Pune helped us in gaining perspective about the real trials and
tribulations faced by the workers. Our team summarized that the conditions of these
workers' housing were unbearable and decided to create a design that could have the
potential to solve all these issues and withstand any harsh climatic environment with a
few minor changes.
The idea was simple-to envisage a design that was easy to assemble, whose elements
could be effortlessly transported and could endure the varied weather conditions of
India. The design that we finally arrived at consisted of carefully curated materials and
strategies that helped in reducing the EPI to 4.5kWh/sqm. The incorporation of UDDT
Toilets has led to a major cutback in water consumption. An ongoing site is prone to
myriad issues ranging from hazardous construction activity to infusion of toxic particles
into the air. Our team has also tried to tackle these obstructions without losing out on
their aesthetic value. These shelters might not be a permanent settlement, but for the
workers and especially their families, this is their only dwelling while in a foreign place.

Fig. 1 Photos of site
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Team: nnyan
Institutions : MKSSS’s Dr Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture, Pune
Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology, Pune
Division:
On-site construction worker housing (CWH)

Team Members

Tannu Khurana
Waste and
Water team

Kshamita Pai
Design and Technology
Team

Ar. Sayali Andhare
Design and Technology
Team

Juee Bapat
Design Team

Ruchi Saoji
Presentation Team

Ar. Aishwarya Mandavgane

Shruti Varma
Presentation Team

Team Lead

Shreya Kolte
Design and Technology
Team

Samruddhi Purohit
Presentation Team

Ar. Vaidehi Panchpor
Waste management &
Presentation Team

Chinmay Kulkarni
Aishwarya Kullur
Saloni Tanna
Design and Tech. Team Waste & Water Team Design and Technology
Team
Fig. 2 team members

Approach:
The overall design process focuses on exploring different materials and technologies
for construction worker’s housing with a key emphasis to provide thermal comfort.
This modular unit aims to become a prototype that can in future be scaled and mass produced to be used all across the country on any construction site. The approach is
to design an individual unit for thermal comfort and low maintenance for construction
workers whereas overall the construction camp should be a net-zero/carbon-neutral
site that should be quick to install, affordable and reusable for the developer. The
conventional model available at present has been so much streamlined and costs not
much hence our team's challenge lies in designing a novel unit that could be easily
accepted by current as well as future developers with materials that could be easily
sourced and sustainable to all the ongoings on a construction site.
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Background of the lead institute
MKSSS’s Dr Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture
for Women was founded in 1994. It is a multidisciplinary
center of learning that offers Bachelor of Architecture (B.
Arch), Master of Architecture programs in Environmental,
Landscape and Digital Architecture (M. Arch) and
Doctorate programs (PhD) under SPPU.
Vishwakarma Institute of Information Technology (VIIT)
was established in 2002 by Bansilal Ramnath Agarwal
Charitable Trust (BRACT), Pune, Maharashtra. It is a selffinanced Autonomous Institute of Govt. of Maharashtra,
affiliated to SPPU

Faculty lead and advisor
Ar. Prajakta Dalal-Kulkarni
Faculty Lead
Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental Architecture
& Planning, IGBC AP and GRIHA Trainer BNCA, Pune
Ar. Namrata Dhamankar
Faculty Advisor
Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental Architecture
& Planning, Dr. BNCA, Pune
MSc. Environmental Design of Buildings, IGBC AP and GRIHA
Trainer
Ar. Nidhi Dixit
Faculty Advisor
Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental Architecture
& Planning, Dr. BNCA, Pune
Expertise in building energy simulation analysis, green building
certification

Industrial partner
Er. Sujata Mehta
Structural engineer, Faculty at BNCA, Pune

Fig. 3 Faculty Advisor & Industrial partner

Guidance
Business Model: Mr. Hrishkesh Shrotriya
Fig. 3 faculty and partner members
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PROJECT NAME

e - TAMBU
Energy-efficient Temporary I Affordable I Modular Building Unit
Project Partner
Name of developer : Kolte Housing and Infrastructure Pvt LTD.
Kolte Housing and Infrastructure is a Pune based group engaged in building
construction industry with large scale projects, redevelopment projects and mega
city development under their name.
The group is headed by Mr. Sudesh .V. Kolte, Chairman of the group (B.E. computer
, D E E).

Project Brief
The group proposes a fully integrated State of the art Township at Kolte Magar Vasti,
Lonikand/ Bakori, a very strategic location in the vicinity of Pune city. On site
Construction worker housing is proposed for this Township for about 100 workers.
The proposed township is primarily a residential development, and the group is
focusing on providing affordable housing for all in an urban setting. The township is
proposed in an area of 100 acres. This particular CWH is proposed for the first phase
mass housing development scheme of 36 Acres The entire township completion is
estimated to be completed within 7 years and therefore hold a great opportunity
for the project of modular construction workers housing to be designed and tested
for all aspects of design and technology.
Climate zone: Warm and Humid

Pune

Pune – Ahmednagar
Highway

Maharashtra

Kolte vasti Site

Fig. 4 site google image

Site area and built-up area
Site area – 12,220 sqm (Site for construction worker housing CWH)
Estimated built-up area - 2075 sq.m
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The site is located at 5.2 km from Wagholi bus stand and has main accessibility
through Kesanand road in the west which again connects it in the southern entrance.
Facilities like hospitals, hotels and small shopping complexes are located within 5kms
from the site. Cultural context and neighborhood Vitthal Rukmini temple is located
near the main entrance to the site
Location - Kolte ,Magar Vasti ,Pune, Maharashtra
Project

- Kolte housing and Infrastructure PVT LTD

Climate

- Warm & Humid

Site area - 12,220 Sqm (site for CWH)
Typology - Housing

Fig. 5 location image

Small Settlement

Vacant Land

Agriculture Land

Water Body

High temperature can be observed
in March, April, May i.e. 35 – 41
degree C and lowest temperature
in January and December i.e. 12
degrees C.

Fig. 6 temperature graphs

Humidity is high throughout the
year, ranging between 48 % to
99%. The Highest humidity is
observed in January and the lowest
in April
This map shows intensity of solar
radiation , for east and the west
direction there is high solar
radiation 45.04 – 75.06 kwh/m2

Fig. 7 total radiation diagrams

Majority of the months of January to May &
November, December is under comfort zone.
It is observed that June to September doesn’t
fall in comfort zone. As per Bio – Climatic
chart passive strategies for this project
incorporated are: Natural & cross Ventilation,
East – west Orientation , High Thermal mass ,
Courtyard / Buffer spaces, Shading devices
and direct evaporative cooling if possible.

Fig. 8 wind rose and humidity

Prominent wind direction is
from west secondary is
northwest and east direction
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Equipment and lighting loads:
LED lights, equipment's with more than
4star ratings are proposed. As solar
panels produce DC, all the fittings are
provided accordingly.
Fig. 12 story – light performance graph

TYPE ( DC ) COMPANY

DETAILS OF LIGHTS AND EQUIPMENTS
DIVERSITY CONSUMPTIO COST PER
WATT
QUANTITY HRS
FACTOR N/DAY (kwh)
PIECE
20
120
5
1
12.4
Rs.250

Led Tube

Orient

Led bulb

Havels

6

45

5

1

0.8

Rs.85

Ceiling Fan

Usha

35

55

4

1

7.7

Rs.1,090

TV

Samsung

100

2

3

1

0.6

Rs.14,490

Fridge

Panasonic

900

1

24

0.4

8.6

Rs.16,000

Mixer

Bajaj

500

1

2

1

0.5

Rs.2,400

80

1

3

1

0.24

Rs.1,349

350
750

20
2

2
3

1
1

14
4.5
Total= 49.34
Approx. = 50

Rs.3,350
Rs. 3,500

Exhaust
Usha
fan
Geyser
Havels
Pump Crompton

Table 1 : Details of light equipment

• Each PV solar panel has capacity
of 350 watt and generates
average 1.7 kwh considering
average 5hrs of daily sunlight.
• To generate 50 kwh i.e. 10 kwp
(as 1kwp=5kwh) everyday 41 PV
solar panels will be assembled
over the community spaces with
panels facing southwards and
the total cost of installation will
be Rs. 409910
Minimum 5000 LPD of hot water needs to be provided for 200 people. Total cost of
solar HW panels will be Rs.3,43,000 and that of DC geyser operated on PV energy
which will cost Rs.2,12,000 (1,45,000+67000) .Hence geysers are provided.
30 Solar street lamps of 18W motion censored installed at pathways/courts.
A net zero energy design has been achieved by the above strategies
Net positive approach: 15 more PV solar panels can be installed over the toilets to
generate 5kwp and supply net positive energy that can be used for the site work if
the developer is ready to invest more.
SOLAR EXTERIOR LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS
SOLAR LIGHTS

POWER
SOLAR PANEL
BATTERY
EFFICACY
LUMEN
PIR MOTION SENSOR
CHARGE TIME
MOUNTING HEIGHT

18W
40Wp
11.1V/20Ah
more than 90
2160
10-12m range
6-8 sunshine hrs
6m

Fig. 13 story – solar panel and lights
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Paper honeycomb board sandwiched with powder-coated GI Sheets-For
wall assembly
The
honeycomb
board
produced
using recycled paper
is sandwiched with
powder-coated GI
sheet which makes it
fire
resistant,
waterproof
and
lightweight. These
panels have life cycle
of 20 to 25 years and
even after that they
can be completely
recycled.

0.5 mm powder coated GI sheet
35 mm honeycomb board
0.5 mm powder coated GI sheet

Specification

Value

Density (kg/m3)

320 kg/m3

U value of the assembly

1.4

Tensile strength of
assembly

320 MPa

Table 2 : Panel assembly

GI sheet with aluminium bubble wrap -For roof assembly
30 mm Galvanized iron
8mm bubble wrap

Specification

Value

Density (kg/m3)

7850 kg/m3

Tensile strength of
assembly

520 MPa

Operating temperature
of Aluminium bubble
wrap

40 to 90
degrees

Reflectivity (ASTM 408)

97 %

Emissivity(ASTM 1371)

3%

Fig. 9 Paper honeycomb board
sandwiched with powdered
coated GI Sheets-For wall
assembly

The insulation used
is Cost effective,
Energy
efficient,
Leak
Proof
&
waterproof, Dust &
Fiber
Free
Insulation
and
Chemically
Resistant,
AntiOxygen, act as
Humidity & Vapours
Barriers, Corrosion
& Shrinkage Free

Table 3 : GI Sheet specification

Polycarbonate sheet – To block hot air coming from windows
Thickness: 4mm
Translucent polycarbonate sheet is used as glazing
for the sliding windows to block the hot air as well
as cut down the harsh sunlight.
Glass

Translucent Polycarbonate sheet

U Value: 5.4

U Value: 1.8

Exposes interiors to the outdoors

Ensures privacy

Cannot reduce glare effectively and
usually break during transit

These sheets are available with variable
efficiency to cut down glare and are durable

Price: Rs. 160/ sq.ft

Price: Rs. 55/sq. ft

Table 4 : Translucent polycarbonate sheet
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Rain Water
(24lakh litres yearly)

Water flow diagram
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Borewell
(recharged by RWH)

Water from Rivers
(supplied by municipal)

(6900 LPD)

(9690 LPD)

Drinking

Kitchen

(760 LPD)

Washing

(570 LPD)

Bathroom

Toilet

(5700 LPD)

(200 LPD)

(8360 LPD)

Black Water

Grey Water

(1520 LPD)

(14250 LPD)

Basic
Treatment

Root zone
treatment
(10687 LPD)

Flushing
waste
water not
generated
since
UDDT
toilets are
used

Urine
diverted
for
plantation

Discharge
Irrigation
(338 LPD)
Fig. 10 Water flow cycle

Fire
Fighting

Construction
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CONTEST

GOAL

STRATEGIES USED

TARGET

Minimize the use of
non-renewable
energy

Use of efficient light
fixtures
Use
of
renewable
energy like solar

100%
energy
sourced from solar
power
Use of LED

Water
Performance

Reduce
water
consumption
Recycle and reuse
of wastewater

Use of UDDT, and
Aerators for tabs.
Use of rootzone system
and charcoal for water

Using UDDT: 30%
Water saved
Using
aerators:
95% Water saved

Affordability

Ensure
inexpensiveness
considering the apt
living standard

Reusability of current
unit: 2 cycles (1 cycle-2
years); whereas for
proposed unit: 4 cycles
(1 cycle-3 years)

Achieve 25% saving
in proposed case
compared to
Basecase

Find
trailblazing
solutions as well as
workable concepts

Eco Coolers.
Honeycomb
board
which is recyclable.

Eco coolers drop
indoor
temperature by 3°

Protection
from
natural and manmade disasters

Use of trees that filter
smoke
and
dust
particles

Trees like neem,
tamarind , mango
trees on west side

Aesthetic units with
congruous tacks

Organized clusters
Separate family units
for privacy

Openings
adequate
ventilation
daylighting

Ensure indoor air
quality
Provide a medical
facility and creche

Segregation of cooking
spaces
Provision of a chimney

The comfort hrs.
have increased in
designcase by 62%

Cost-effective
technologies
enabling strength
Engineering and
and durability
Operations
Vast
opportunity
looking
at
the
boom of building
Scalability
industry in India
and Market
Potential

Prefabricated elements
for easy assembly and
nut bolting system

No skilled labour
required and can
be
transported
without a hitch

Modules that can fit in
any region within the
country with a few
changes

Units that can be
expanded
from
either side to gel
with any site

Spread awareness
about the current
state of the abodes
Communication and our aid

Use of blog (print
media) and Instagram
(social media influence)

Easily reachable
masses
from
varying backdrops

Energy
Performance

Innovation

Resilience

Architectural
Design

Health and
Wellbeing

for
and
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Our design approach for Construction workers housing focuses on providing a welldesigned habitable environment keeping in mind the various aspects aesthetic and
functional design, health and well being of the on-site workers. By minimizing
nonrenewable sources of energy and increasing the energy performance by using a
reusable unit of structure, hence increasing the affordability and taking care of the onsite service wastage like water, electricity, waste. Team UNNYAN proceeds to help
develop the state of living for on site construction workers.

1. ANALYZING THE SITE

DESIGN PROCESS

2. Deciding the unit size on a grid of
Fig. 11: Form development steps

The site selected is the part of the
construction site that has been
allotted for amenities space as these
spaces will remain vacant during the
development period.
Living conditions
In a family of 4 the adults and the
teenagers work on site. The general
family configurations observed are
• A couple + 2kids
• 3 working + 1 kid
• A couple+ age-old people
• bachelors
Activity Mapping

1M x 1M for planning. Taking into
consideration the anthropometry of
users and area dimensions

3. Design of unit and orientation
Placing the passive cooling strategies on
the East–Westside with respect to wind
direction and orienting the longer side
with North–South direction

4. Design of cluster

Fig. 11: Form development steps

Combining six individual units to form a
cluster with common sharing veranda
space and portable crop plantations in
between. Units of 2 staggered to form a
common courtyard space which is one
of the passive cooling strategies.

15
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5. SWOT ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER OPTIONS :
CLUSTER 1 – ON GROUND SCATTERED

Strengths

– The clusters are aligned to the site
boundary, making optimum use of site. Toilets
oriented according to the wind direction with
landscaping on sides.

Weakness – The toilets blocks are positioned at far
ends making it difficult for the clusters in rear end.
Opportunities – central space can be used as
common space by the family units.
Threats – Units are placed near the boundary which
may cause disturbances and inconvenience.
Fig. 12: Form development option 1

CLUSTER 2 – STACKING

Strengths – Compact clustering saves space making
the site available for activities. Toilets equidistant
from all blocks. Symmetry has been followed
creating a balance between spaces.

Weakness – Compact clustering restricts movement
and flexibility.
Opportunities – The arrangement of modules
creates in-between spaces which can be used for
common activities.
Threats – Due to stacking, a structural system needs
to be firm to avoid future problems.
Fig. 13: Form development option 2

CLUSTER 3 – ON GROUND

Strengths – Staggering and differentiation between
family and bachelor’s units provides a sense of
clarity. Aligned pathways and central common
spaces.

Weakness – Change in character of clusters due to
segregation, toilets blocks are placed at the end.
Opportunities – open clusters create open spaces in
between them which can be connected to the
central common space for enhanced circulation and
connectivity.

Threats

– The distance between units is critical in
order to maintain thermal.

Fig. 14: Form development option 3
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6. PROCESS :
CLUSTER OF 4
Trying out different cluster of varied
units for cluster of 4 units in a row
becomes
a
monotonous
arrangement with no space for
landscape and common shared
veranda space which does not
promote social interaction.
A
staggered arrangement of 4 units
provides common central space
between the cluster.

NO LANDCAPE

NO INTERACTION
Fig. 15: Cluster of 4

CLUSTER OF 8
Staggering the blocks allowing
To create a central common
interactive space between the
cluster. It also allows for efficient
wind circulation in between units,
but considering the dimensions and
site area the cluster become too
long
LANDSCAPE

PROMOTES
INTERACTION

TOO LONG
MONOTONOUS
Fig. 16: Cluster of 8

CLUSTER OF 6
After permutation and combination
of various cluster units a cluster
consisting of 6 units proves to be
optimum for and site and other
design
constraints.
This
arrangement creates scope for
development of central green space
for interaction as well as can be
used for growing crops in portable
trays which can be used by the
workers.
The
arrangement
promotes efficient wind circulation
and a common veranda space can
PROMOTES
PROMOTES
LANDSCAPE
INTERACTION WIND FLOW
be shared by the units connecting
Fig. 17: Cluster of 6
them with a passage.
It also creates a balance between built and unbuilt and does no make the design
monotonous.
The longer side is oriented to the east – west
direction as the site receive maximum wind in this direction. And bottle bulbs on the
roof which diffuse the light in the room.
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A
rectangle
6x4 m
Planning
grid of 1 x
1m

Corner MS
steel
box
section
extruded
toa height
of 3 mts.

Horizontal and
vertical
supporting bar
with window
frame and tyre
foundation on 4
corners

Additional
of
puff
panels in
structural
grid
and
space for
doors and
windows

Fixing
of
doors and
retractable
windows
and
eco
coolers on
the bottom
panels

6

AND CHIMNEY

G.I. ROOFING SHEET

ADDITION OF DOOR,

HONEYCOMB PANEL

SANDWICH

VERTICAL SUPPORTS

HORIZONTAL &

5

4

3

2
CORNER BOX SECTION

1

WINDOW, ECO COOLERS

UNIT EVOLUTION
LAYOUT GRID 1M X 1M
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Lastly
nut
bolting the G.I.
Roofing sheets
on top with
insulation
underneath.
Plastic water
bottles which
diffuse light in
the structure.

Fig. 18: Unit development steps

Fig. 19: Detailed unit module – family unit

Fig. 20: Detailed unit module – for bachelors

Units are divided into 2 typologies i.e. individual unit and a twin unit with a common
wall in-between. The interior arrangement is tailored for each type of group i.e. for
bachelors and families where each consists 4 people.

× 24

Fig. 20: Cluster plan
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DETAILED CLUSTER PLAN WITH ACTIVITY :
6

5
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1

2

3

4

1

No.

Name of block

1.

Toilet Block

2.

Residential blocks

3.

Kitchen Block

4.

Crèche area

5.

Material Loading/Unloading area

6.

Entrance

WHY THIS OPTION?
After a process of trial and error and swot
analysis of the options, the final cluster design
was obtained . The plan is linear in nature
obtaining maximum wind and creating public
cavities between each module which help in
promoting public relationships. Service areas
and activity spaces are placed equidistant to all
modules creating a easier circulation for users.
A dignified material loading and unloading
space is provided on the west side with a row
of plantation provided creating a obstruction
for dirt and pollutants.

Fig. 21: Site plan

Living space

Recreational space

Toilet block

Fig. 22: Site plan(Spaces colour coding)
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Unit Installation
STEP 1
Laying of the foundation
blocks- Tyre Foundation

Onsite Interior Space
Provision

STEP 2
Hollow Box sections stand
up straight creating a
basic frame of the unit.
Sections are of
75x50
size with height of 3
metres.

Architecture design

Design Documentation
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STEP 3
Intermediate members
are added to stabilize the
unit. 40 x 40 size
intermediate members
are used.
STEP 4
Base floor panels are fixed
in between 2 C-shaped
channels on both sides of
sandwich
honeycomb
panels.

STEP 5
Later panels are fixed in
between the C-shaped
slotted channels and then
slide down from top of
the unit. Later Eco cooler
is attached.
STEP 6
After panels are added ,
Fixtures
like
Polycarbonate
sliding
window with a bamboo
awning window as well.
1100 wide Verandah
platform is later attached
to the units with channels
are the base for it.
STEP 7
In
the
final
step,
corrugated
aluminium
sheets are screwed on
the unit as a roof.
Fig. 23: Kit Installation Manual

Fig. 24: Onsite space provision in the interiors

The above figure shows the provision
of interior living space making the
space liveable and comfortable. Bars
are screwed on slotted channels
which can be used for hanging
belongings.
S

N

Fig. 25: Portable Green trays between clusters
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SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS

Fig. 26: Front Elevation

Fig. 27: Section through shorter side

Twin unit with Central green
common wall courtyard

Fig. 28: Rear Elevation

Fig. 29: Cluster view indicating features

The cluster formation is designed using central green courtyard space with C-shaped
module arrangement with 6 units i.e. 3 twin units. Each cluster accompanies 24
people with 4 in each module. Central space can be used for various activities such as
kitchen gardening, common gathering space

Fig. 30: Longitudinal section
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KITCHEN AND CRECHE

Fig. 31: Kitchen and seating area plan

Fig. 32: Crèche plan

Fig. 33: : Section through crèche and balewadi

TOILET
Each toilet cluster consists of 4 WC + 4 bathrooms + 6 urinals in male unit and 4
WC + 4 bathrooms in female units . The sex ratio is considered as 6:4 as the
observations suggests that construction sites more males workers than female
workers. The number of toilets and bathrooms and their sizes are taken as per the
standards i.e. 1200 x 1500

Fig. 34: : Toilet Block plan

Fig. 36: : Plan showing location of gully trap& IC
Fig. 35: : Toilet Block Section

22
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EXPLODED ISOMETRIC VIEW

CHIMNEY

G.I SHEETS FOR ROOF
iron rust-proof due to galvanization. These
sheets are durable, fireproof, lightweight
and no maintenance is required.

HORIZONTAL FLOORING
M.S. FRAME
Easy Installation and
Speed in Construction,
Versatile, Flexibility,
Ductility

HORIZONTAL ROOFING M.S. STRUCTURAL FRAME

CORNER BOX M.S. FRAME

TYRE FOUNDATIONS
Tyre foundations act
as reusable low impact
foundation
VERTICAL FACE M.S.
FRAMES WITH
WINDOW OPENINGS

RETRACTABLE WINDOWS
ECO COOLERS
EXTENDED 1M VERANDA

Materials and joinery

HONEYCOMB BOARD
SANDWICHED WITH
POWDERED COATED GI
SHEET

100% eco-friendly and
resistant to corrosion, and
any other type of physical
impact.

Fig. 37: Exploded isometric view

SOLAR PANELS

HONEYCOMB BOARD
SANDWICHED WITH
POWDERED COATED GI SHEET

G.I ROOFING SHEETS
G.I. SHEET BOLTED TO M.S.
FRAME
M.S HORIZONTAL TO
VERTICAL SUPPORTS

M.S. FRAME

CORNER BOX SECTION

G.I. ROOFING SHEET

BASE FRAME TO
RUBBER TYRE
FOUNDATION

RUBBER TYRE
FOUNDATION
Fig. 38: Material & Joinery

ALUMINIUM BUBBLE
WRAP INSULATION
Fig. 39: unit Joinery
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The design aims to reduce heat gain by using passive strategies. Also optimum nos.
and efficient appliances/lights (supplied by solar power) are used to achieve
comfort with low EPI.

Passive cooling strategies :
• Orientation of blocks according to
axis to cater maximum amount
ventilation and block harsh south
glare.
• Blocks placed such that they form
courtyards
at
center
with
vegetation to precool the air.
• Openings on shorter sides with
cross air flow from west to east.
• Eco-coolers placed on west surface
to get cooler air inside.
• Area
of
openings
provided
exceeding
the
minimum
requirement of area of opening
from the table for good ventilation.
• Use of awning windows to cut down
the glare along with the roof.
projection that acts as shading
device.

Fig. 40: Sunpath

Ecocooler

Awning
window

Fig. 41: Cross ventilation section

Room
Sr no Room H Room L Room D Volume
m
m
m
m3
H
L
D
V
1
2.6
7
3
54.6
2
2.4
6
4
57.6
3
3
7
3
63

ACH
ACH
ACH
5
5
5

Flow
Rate
m3 /s
q
0.076
0.080
0.088

Wind Discharge
Velocity
Coeff
m/s
U
Cd
1
0.6
1
0.6
1
0.6

Windward
Pressure
coefficient
Cp1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Leeward
Pressure Area of
coefficient Opening
m2
Cp2
A
-0.1
0.40
-0.1
0.42
-0.1
0.46

Clear opening of total area of 2.66 sqm is provided for better ventilation
Table 5 : Cross ventilation calculation

Daylighting: The wall to window ratio (WWR) for base case is 0 to 1.77% whereas for
design case is 5.82% . This helps in admitting sufficient daylight. As the space will be
occupied majorly during night time, 100-300 lux is desired.

Base case

Design case

Fig. 42: Daylight basecase & designcase

Polycarbonate sheets are used for windows that has the benefits of transparent/
translucent daylighting with enhanced safety & security. It has approximately 100 times the
impact strength of glass, is durable. They are light weight & have good thermal insulation.
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3.Materials and thermal performance – wall assembly
Material

PUF Panels
assembly

Honeycomb board with
powder coated GI sheet
sandwich

PET bottle with
cement plaster

Cost per sq.m

Rs.1200

Rs.150

Rs. 230

Durability
Strength
(Mpa)

380 + 0.25

220 + 0.15

U-value

0.297

1.4

2.541

1100mm x 2400mm

1100mm x 2400mm

1000mm x 26000

Lifetime, dura-bility
& high insulation
properties

The panels are light weight,
durable and can be recycled
completely

Reuse of waste
bottle for the
assembly

Moisture
resistance
Standard panel size
Fire resistance
Remarks

Table 6 : Material and thermal performance – wall assembly

Affordability being major decision maker sandwiched honeycomb boards that are
cost effective and durable are chosen.
Material

GI sheet without
insulation

GI sheet with aluminum
bubble wrap

Concrete panels

Cost per sq.m

Rs. 360

Rs.520

Rs.1200

Weight

15.63 kg/sq.m

17.28 kg/ sq.m

36.5 kg/sq.m

5

0.308 – 0.52

0.833

Heats up quickly and
results in
uncomfortable
indoors

U value changes
according to the type of
aluminum bubble wrap
used

Requires less
time to assemble
due to tongue
and groove joint

Strength
(Mpa)
U-value
Moisture
resistance
Remarks

Table 7 : Material and thermal performance – roof assembly

Assembly of GI sheet with aluminium bubble wrap will be used as roofing material
for residential units while at the community spaces roofing of concrete panels is
used as solar PV panels are installed above them.
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CFDs were performed considering the base case and the design case
Basecase: GI sheet walls and roof with ventilator
Designcase :Paper honeycomb board sandwiched with powdered coated GI Sheets for
walls, Insulated GI sheet roofing Proper sizing of openings and ventilators with shading
devices and Eco cooler - passive cooling strategy
Summer analysis considering conditions in the month of may
Outdoor temperature: 30.7
Wind speed: 1kmph

Humidity: 59%

The above data is taken from IMD climate data and adaptive thermal comfort booklet
Base case
Design case

Fig. 43: Thermal comfort basecase & Designcase

The traditional design is not suitable for a healthy lifestyle. It leads to high
temperatures in summer. Providing windows, ventilators and eco-coolers in the
designcase has made the space better ventilated and improved the indoor comfort.
Implementation of the eco-coolers ensures drop of indoor temperatures by 2 to 3 ° C
than the outdoors without use of any energy.
PMV

Fig. 44: PMV basecase & Designcase

It can seen that even in maximum humidity, the PMV stays constant throughout the
year. The above results suggests that better comfort level is achieved than the base
case (the outdoor PMV is +3 indicating too hot)
Air flow analysis

Fig. 44: Air flow analysis basecase & Designcase

Due to eco coolers and ventilators placed in the direction of wind flow it can be observed
that the design case has better indoor comforts and proper cross ventilation is achieved.
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Design optimizations was done to reduce the heat gains. Different wall and roof
assemblies were compared for U value, life span, cost, thermal comfort etc. Best
assemblies were selected.
Base case: GI sheet
walls and roof with
single ventilator
Design case: Paper
honeycomb
board
sandwiched
with
powdered coated GI
Sheets
for
walls,
Insulated GI
sheet
roofing. Proper sizing of
openings
and
ventilators with shading
devices Eco cooler passive cooling strategy

Base case
It can be observed through
the graphs that the heat
gain through wall has
reduced by 36% and heat
gain through roof has
reduced by almost 80% in
design case as compared to
base case.

Fig. 45: Fabric & Ventilation
basecase & Designcase

Design case
EPI achieved for residential unit design case is
9.85kWh/sqm as compared to base case i.e.
13.76 kWh/sqm. ECM used have resulted in
lower EPI.
The overall EPI of site including common
facilities and toilet is about 23.9 kWh/sqm.
The entire site energy requirements are
catered through solar PV.
Table 9 : Co2
Emission
basecase &
designcase

ENERGY CALCULATIONS
15.00

kWh/m2
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10.00

5.00
0.00
Lighting/ LPD

Basecase

Fan/ EPD

EPI

Designcase

Table 8 : Energy calculation, basecase & designcase

Carbon dioxide emissions:
The carbon dioxide emission in design case
is lower as compared to the base case
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Daily water requirement in base case for the project is 27338 litres per day.
USES

NO. OF PEOPLE

PER PERSON (LPD)

TOTAL (LITRES)

Domestic

200

95

19000

Flushing

200

40

8000

Irrigation

338
TOTAL

27338

Table 10 : Water requirement

To reduce the water consumption and water wastage on site following
techniques are adopted –
1. Urine diversion dry toilets used does not require water for flushing hence
saves a large amount of water in a day.
2. Aerated faucets are provided to reduce the water wastage.
3. Root zone technology is used to treat the generated grey water on site and
reused for irrigation on site. The surplus can be used for construction and fire
fighting.
4. Rain water harvesting is used to recharge the borewell water which fulfils
more than 70% water demand.

1. URINE DIVERTNG-DRY TOILET (UDDT)
USES

NO. OF
PEOPLE

PER PERSON
(LPD)

TOTAL (LITRES)

BASE
CASE

UDDT

BASE
CASE

UDDT

Domestic

200

95

95

19000

19000

Flushing

200

40

1

8000

200

338

338

27338

19538

Irrigation
TOTAL

Using UDDT instead of
standard toilets helps in
Reduction
of
water
consumption by 30%
Reduction of waste water
generation by 40%

Table 11 : Urine Diverting-Dry toilet (UDDT)

• A urine-diverting dry toilet (UDDT) is a toilet that operates without water and
has a divider so that the user can divert the urine away from the faeces.
• Drying material such as lime, ash or earth are added into the hole instead of
flushing, to keep the moisture content low.
• People go more often to toilet to urinate only If urine-soiled toilet paper is
collected in a bin, rather than flushed away, water savings could be even
greater GREY WATER GENERATION
After s ix
10000

Faecal
matter

to twelve
months, the
content can
be used as
ferti lizers

urine

Di verted to
s oil to grow
ba nana
trees

5000
UDDT

0

BASE CASE

UDDT
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2. FAUCET AERATORS
• Faucet aerators are screwed into the faucet heads
creating a non splashing stream and delivering a
mixture of water and air.
• It helps in saving 2 to 16 gallons of water per day
• Water usage is reduced compared to the same
duration of flow without an aerator
3. ROOT ZONE TECHNOLOGY

Treatment of grey water is done using RZWT. The
wastewater is passed through the reed bed where it
undergoes both biological and physical treatment
process to remove the pollutants.

Water chambers - Fig. 46:Rootzone system
• Per day waste water generation in
settling chamber = 14250 litres
• With 75% efficiency of RZWT, the
treated water in outlet = 10687 litres
Planter trays would be used for reed bed
Capacity of 1 tank = 100 litres
No. of tanks required =19000/100 =190

Table 12 : Per day waste generation

Per day Waste water generation

Advantages of using RZWT • RZWT limits operation and maintenance
requirements and in the same to ensure high
treatment standards even for shock loads
• Minimal need for external energy
• Using gravity instead of pumps, avoiding
valves

4. Rain water harvesting

Table 13 : Rain water harvesting

Rain water, collected from different areas
is treated with charcoal filters in the
settlement tank and then discharged to
borewell for further use.
Despite of being a costly investment, RWH
system are being provided to save a large
amount of water for a total of 7 years term.

Table 14 : Monthly rainfall

Charcoal Filter –
It is a low cost
technique
that
requires minimum
specific expertise to
filter the rain water.
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Problem- Filtering of harmful gases/dust from
the site
- Working on a construction site can expose
field workers to a variety of dangers.
- Many hazardous pollutants, such as dust,
fumes, and gases, may be found on
construction sites and affect labors with skin
and lung issues and causing deterioration of
human health.
Solution- Landscaping on the west side blocks harsh
sunlight, provides shade, lowers cooling load
and also obstructs dust from entering.

Tamrind tree

Mango tree

Neem tree

Problem- Reduction of temperature in the
interiors.
Overheating is a major problem in current
onsite-construction housing with corrugated
sheets as the main material. This creates a
thermally uncomfortable space for living
affecting the health of the workers and
increasing heat stress of the unit.

Solution –
- Envelope design proposed reduces the temperature considerably improving the
thermal comfort also reducing the heat stress of the unit.
- The honeycomb board produced using recycled paper is sandwiched with powder
coated GI sheet which makes it fire resistant, waterproof and lightweight.
- Eco cooler plays a integral part in reducing temperatures along with cross ventilation
using passive cooling strategies.
Problem- Protection from flooding or other natural
disasters.
Flooding is a serious concern for various low-lying sections of
state and metropolitan cities like Pune and Mumbai as well.
Solution- For roof assembly 30mm galvanized iron with 8mm
bubble wrap insulation is used as it is water and leak
proof with dust and fiber free insulation.
- Since it is chemically resistant, it doesn't corrode easily.
- Also acts as humidity and vapor barrier providing
shrinkage resistance.
- 300 mm plinth is provided and higher plinth can be
provided as per context high flood area
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Problem : Inadequate ventilation and excessive heat gain
One of the most essential technical controls accessible to the industrial hygienist for
enhancing or maintaining the air quality in the occupational work environment is
ventilation. Ventilation, in its broadest sense, is a way of managing the environment
through air flow. In restricted spaces, facilities failing to provide proper ventilation
system maintenance, facilities run to windowless locations, and regions with high
person densities, ventilation may be inadequate. Another major concern is managing
heat gain with zero or low cooling systems.
Hence, to tackle this problem, eco-coolers were incorporated. They can be defined
as ‘Powerless Air-Conditioners’ as they do not need any electricity and is built from a
common waste item: empty plastic soda bottles. Cross ventilation is achieved
through placement and proper sizing on openings/ ventilators. CFD analysis was
carried out to calculate the reduction in the temperature and understand wind flow
pattern. Eco coolers are placed towards the windward side and helps in achieving 23 deg C temperature drop as seen in the results above using no energy at all.

Outdoor
temp.
+30.7°C

Fig. 47: Inadequate ventilation basecase & designcase

Fig: Section indicating temperature
drop and Airflow pattern

Fig. 48: Live model experiment of Eco-cooler

Indoor Temperature: Design vs Base Case
27.4 29

26.8 26

May

September

26.22 24

20

Designcase

40
Degree Celsius

0
December

Fig. 49: Indoor temp basecase , designcase

4

2.8

PMV: Design vs Base Case
3
2.4 2.7

2

2.1

1.44

Basecase
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0
May

September

December

Fig. 50: PMV basecase , designcase

Fig. 51: Eco-cooler construction details

Incorporation of eco-coolers, ventilators along
direction of wind resulted in drop of indoor
temperatures by 2 to 3 degree Celsius, better
ventilation and more comfort hours.
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The building is designed as a prefabricated modular system which helps to reduce
the recurring capex. The materials selected have a very good life expectancy due
to which the modular system can be used for minimum 12 years. For the
conventional system, the initial capex is very low, but its life expectancy is very
less compared to proposed structure. A conventional G.I structure can be used for
4 years ie. Two cycles(1 cycle-2 years) of construction project but the proposed
structure can be used for 12 years i.e.. 4 cycles (1 cycle-3 years) of construction.
The proposed modular construction is designed as a DIY Kit which can be easily
assembled or dismantled without disturbing the existing site condition. The time
of construction assembly is between 2-3 days which is very less compared to
conventional construction system.
For a builder or developer adopting this model under CSR can make the project
affordable.

Timeline for Assembly-(Considering 3 workers' full time working for 3 days)
Day-1-Levelling of Ground, line out and placement of Foundation/Base for super
structure
Day-2-Fixing of Floor, Wall and wall envelope.
Day 3-Fixing of flooring, roof framing and roof envelope.

The kit comprises of
1. M.S. Box Section and slotted angle for framing-Life span-100 years
2. Paper honeycomb board sandwiched with powdered
coated GI Sheets
3 Cement Sheet for flooring
4 Corrugated G.I. Sheet for Roofing

Affordability and Reusability
Reusability of materials in proposed design case is 90% compared to base case
which is 60%.
Considering the reusability factor and total life of asset over the span of 12 years,
25 % saving can be achieved which make the proposed design case an affordable
option.
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Health and well being plays a vital role
in CWH project. Analysis of the climate
is shown here. The Psychrometric chart
shows that 13.1% (1144 hrs) falls under
comfort zone. Passive strategies are
used to achieve comfort in rest of the
hours. Strategies like eco coolers,
orientation, materials etc are already
elaborated in the energy contest.
Fig. 52: Psychometric chart

Fig. 53: Site section

The strategies proposed on cluster level included courtyard planning. Courtyard of
ratio 4:1 provided to maximize ventilation and for mutual shading (ref - sun wind
light)
The site is located in Warm and Humid climate, summer months (April and May)
are critical and would require passive cooling strategies to achieve thermal
comfort. As per Adaptive thermal comfort standards, occupants in Naturally
ventilated buildings thermally adapt to the outdoor temperature of their location.
The equation to calculate indoor operative temperature: Indoor Operative Temp.
= 0.54 * outdoor temp. + 12.83Hence passive strategies will be used to achieve
indoor temperatures below 29°C.(Outdoor temp considered is 30.73 °C as per
adaptive thermal comfort standards for Pune city)
The Eco Cooler
• Zero electricity air conditioner
• Principle: The size of the opening determines the wind
velocity entering the structure as well as the radiant
heat.
• Temperature: The temperature drop from 30.7 to 27
deg was observed( cfd analysis shown in energy contest)
i.e. better than adaptive standards.
• Setup: Addition to windows for enhanced ventilation (1
Fig. 54: Physical model of eco cooler
x 1m x 2nos./ unit)
The comfort hrs. have increased in
designcase by 6% as compared to basecase
and by 62% as compared to psychrometric
chart due to the application of above ECM.
Basecase: GI sheet walls and roof with
ventilator
Designcase :Paper honeycomb board
sandwiched with powdered coated GI
Sheets for walls, Insulated GI sheet roofing
Proper sizing of openings and ventilators
with shading devices Eco cooler - passive
cooling strategy

Table 15 : comfort hrs basecase,designcase
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Market Potential
Indian infrastructure sector in india industry report says, Infrastructure sector
is a key driver for the Indian economy. The sector is highly responsible for propelling
India’s overall development.
The Construction industry in India consists of the Real estate as well as the Urban
development segment. The Real estate segment covers residential, office, retail,
hotels and leisure parks, among others. While Urban development segment broadly
consists of sub-segments such as Water supply, Sanitation, Urban transport,
Schools, and Healthcare. FDI in the construction development sector (townships,
housing, built up infrastructure and construction development projects) and
construction (infrastructure) activities stood at $26.16 bn and $25.95 bn,
respectively, between April 2000 and September 2021.
•Policy Support - In March 2021, the Parliament passed a bill to set up the National
Bank for Financing Infrastructure and Development (NaBFID) to fund infrastructure
projects in India.

India is a developing country and every day we are building . . .
Construction workers who help us to build a better place live a compromised life.
Most of the construction workers make their living on daily wedges ,they can not
afford a good living condition and access to basic needs for living is right of every
human being. Pandemic has bought into limelight that attention to housing for
migrant workers is an immediate need.
The proposed onsite construction workers housing is currently proposed for a
developer in Pune but after studying the scenario it is clearly visible that there is a
great market potential for this project , not in Pune but in Maharashtra and all over
India. As per the article published in The Week, currently, the country has
approximately 2.75 million developers and it has been estimated that by the end of
2018, the base will boast of 5.2 million developers—a whopping increase of around
90 per cent.

Scalability
Standard materials have been used for construction which are easily available in
Indian market making project scalable.
The proposed design is modular which can be organized horizontally and vertically
making it versatile solution leading to 100% scalability.
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Construction workers being one of the most
unappreciated and neglected part from the
building industry, while spreading awareness
regarding their living conditions and our
proposal, Team Unnyan has taken the aid of
two varied approaches: One of the print
(digital) media and the other of social media
application. This helps us to cater a large
audience who have different ways of
consuming information. The team has created
a blog to shed light on the state of the
haphazard structures that these workers have
to spend their entire life in along with a few
articles on the innovative technologies and
inventions that we have integrated in our
design. For the young generation that spends
most of their time scrolling through a sea of
applications, Instagram is the social media
platform that we have chosen owing to its
drastically increasing popularity and outreach.
Short reels, stories and posts showcase live
case studies, interviews with the workers,
material selection and many more aspects of
our project.

Team Unnyan’s Blog on medium.com
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Fig. 55 : 3d site view
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Fig. 56 : 3d Unit view
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